
B.C. P�z� of Dorr Men�
1628 142nd Ave Dorr, MI 49323-9427, United States

(+1)6166816000 - https://bcpizzadorr.hungerrush.com/Order

A complete menu of B.C. Pizza of Dorr from United States covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What Daniel Ryktarsyk likes about B.C. Pizza of Dorr:
B.C. Pizza is, in my opinion, the absolute best pizza in town! Awesome food, awesome prices, and even better
customer service! A definite go to. Parking: There is plenty of room to park. Kid-friendliness: Kids are always
welcome. Wheelchair accessibility: Restaurant is spread out, so there is plenty of room to navigate. Service:
Dine in Meal type: Dinner read more. You can use the WiFi of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no

problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Jodi Fox doesn't like about B.C. Pizza of Dorr:
I love BC pizza. Was very disappointed tonight. Pizza was dry, cheese was dry. Ordered a pizza and bread

sticks. Asked if I could get ranch instead of pizza sauce and purchase a second ranch. Was told yes. I got there
within 5 mins of my pick up time. Seen I was charged for 2 ranch. (Thought one dipping sauce would be free,
guess not). So I canceled one. Got it off the bill..... all is good at this point. Got home 5... read more. At B.C.

Pizza of Dorr in United States, delicious pizza is baked fresh using a time-honored method.
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Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

P�z�
CHICKEN PIZZA

Snack�
BREADSTICKS

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN PARMESAN

Vietnames� specialtie�
BUN CHA

P�z� Snack�
CHEESE BREAD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

CHICKEN BACON RANCH

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

PARMESAN

MEAT

PORK MEAT

CHEESE

BACON

PEPPERONI
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